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This is not presented as a commodity trading recommendation. Weather is only one of many factors which can influence the market on any given day.

USA Weather

Above is a current rainfall map of the USA.

NEAR-GENERAL MIDWEST RAIN
Frequent episodes of showers and thunderstorms are expected the next week in the Midwest.
Rainfall, along with cooler weather, will maintain favourable conditions for corn and soybean
development while causing some delay to seasonal fieldwork. Local flooding may occur in the areas
of heaviest rainfall.
SOUTHERN PLAINS RAIN
In the Southern Plains, showers and thunderstorms, along with more seasonal temperatures, are
expected in north and central areas during the next week. This should help ease stress to summer
crops while also bringing some disruption to wheat harvest. In southern sectors, drier and hotter
conditions are favourable for wheat harvest, while maintaining high stress levels on row crops.
DRY WEST TEXAS TREND
West Texas continues with a drier forecast through the next 10 days. Temperatures will be more
seasonal through Thursday, followed by a return to hot weather.
MILD NORTHERN PLAINS PATTERN
The Northern Plains continues to have favourable conditions for development of spring wheat, corn
and soybeans. Northern sectors are likely to be drier during the next seven days. This should reduce
soil moisture somewhat. However, mild weather will minimize crop stress.

More Weather
DRY SOUTH AFRICA
The interior is expected dry and cold the next 48 hours with rain activities along the eastern coastal
areas. Frost is expected throughout the interior the next week and weekend.
Only light activities are expected the weekend in the Cape peninsula areas at this point.

24 hour weather prediction map.

15 day weather prediction map.

EL Niño WATCH
The El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) remains neutral at this point.
However, the latest model outlooks and recent warming in the tropical Pacific Ocean indicates that
the chance of El Niño forming in spring has increased somewhat As a result, the ENSO Outlook
status has moved to El Niño WATCH. El Niño WATCH means that the likelihood of El Niño forming in
2018 is approximately 50%; double the normal chance.
WARMER AND DRIER FOR PRAIRIES
The Canadian Prairies are still on track for a drier and warmer to hotter period during this week.
However, it does not appear to last long enough to be overly concerning for developing crops at this
time.
WESTERN UKRAINE SHOWERS
In the Black Sea region, a recent increase in showers and thundershowers in western and central
Ukraine should help ease stress to developing corn and soybeans. However, eastern Ukraine and
south Russia continue drier and somewhat hotter at this time.
MORE NORTHEAST CHINA SHOWERS
In northeast China, episodes of showers and cool conditions will favour development of corn and
soybeans in the area at this time. Only minor fieldwork delays are expected.
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STALLED INDIA MONSOON
The leading edge of the India monsoon remains stalled over the northern part of south Indian and in
northeast India, continuing on a trend of one to two weeks later than average. There again are signs
that monsoon rain may increase somewhat over southern and in northeast India this week, but
progress toward the northwest is still uncertain.
Source: SAWB/GRADS/NASS/DTN/AWB/CWB/Intellicast/FNMOC/Unisys/DTN/NOAA/YR/KBWS/Wunderground/TWC
WordPress/ WXRisk/Drovers/TWC/AG-BoM/weather.com/Accuweather/spc.noaa/http://soybeansandcorn.com/
agrimoney.com/agweb.com/blackseagrain.net/ec.europa.eu/timeanddate/yr/myweather2/meteox/meteoblue/
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